Coach’s Corner
by Larry Wise

I

Mental Preparation
Pre- & Post-Tournament

f shooting archery isn’t fun, then you are doing it wrong!
Maybe your physical game needs improving or maybe,
just maybe, your mental game needs some work.
I get lots of questions about the mental game. Most
people say to me, “I have to come see you to get my mental game straightened out.” Mostly, they are talking about
what they have to be thinking when they execute a shot at a
tournament and that’s important but the mental game starts
long before that point.
Shooting to win at a tournament is hard work. It requires
complete commitment and the smartest approach to your
practice and preparation long before the tournament season begins. Without good preparation and proper practice,
it won’t matter what you think while you are shooting at

Begin your training plan with a full 12 month calendar. Mark the
two or three most important tournaments you want to shoot at
and plan backward from each. Do this because that way, you will
always know for sure what needs to be done on the last few days
and weeks before the tournament. Use monthly calendar pages for
planning your mesocycle preceding a tournament. This is critical
to your success. The final week of that mesocycle should contain
lots of scoring rounds just like in the tournament, so plan that first,
then plan backward from there.

the tournament. Also, without good performance review
skills, you will not make the necessary adjustments between
tournaments; you will continue making the same mental mistakes.
Pre-tournament preparation is just as important for
the mental game as it is for the physical form game. Posttournament evaluation is also important. Following are
some concepts that will help you help your customers/students do a better job of getting mentally ready for the next
tournament season.

REVIEW: TRAINING CYCLE ORGANIZATION
In the July 2008 issue of ArrowTrade, I wrote about
“Practice With A Purpose” and described how to organize
your practice schedule by dividing it into smaller, manageable time frames. You need to review those time frames and
then build into them the needed work on the pre-tournament mental practice.
The largest time unit is the “macrocycle,” which is about
a year long. Serious training plans will divide that year into
eight to 10 “mesocycles,” each four to six weeks long, with
each mesocycle divided into seven to 10 day “microcycles.”
Using this structure, you can effectively manage athletic
training to reach your peak performance level for the tournaments you plan to win.
BACKWARD PLANNING MESOCYCLES: Begin by
printing full-page calendars for each month of the coming
year. With the two or three most important tournaments
marked on these calendars, you can begin with “backward
planning” from each of those tournaments.
The mesocycle immediately preceding any tournament
is the most important for official scoring rounds and practicing your mental game plan. During this four to six week
period, you need to practice the mental thought sequence
you plan to use during each and every scoring round. You
also need to do pre-tournament travel planning and equipment preparation: more on this later.
The last mesocycle before a tournament should be
divided into four or five microcycles (time permitting), each
seven to 10 days long, so that your practice and mental focus
levels can be managed according to a plan. When you played
high school or college sports, your coaching staff did this for
you by regulating your practice schedule and practice activities before the first game of the season and between games
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SAMPLE MICROCYCLE: 10 DAY, LOW-VOLUME
DAY

# ARROWS
@ BLANK BALE

FOCUS
GOAL

#
ARROWS

TARGET
DIST.

1

30

BOW HAND

20

2

10

BOW HAND

20

20YD @
FIVE SPOT
20YD @ FIVE
SPOT

3
4

REST DAY
20

BOW HAND

30

20YD @
LOCAL CLUB

5
6

REST DAY
20

BOW HAND

30

40YD @
OUTDOORS

7

30

8

30

30

20YD @ FIVE
SPOT

9
10

REST DAY
10

60

20YD @
LOCAL CLUB

HEAD & NECK
POSTURE
HEAD & NECK
POSTURE
HEAD & NECK

Shooters preparing for a major tournament will shoot

after
that. Now you have to do it for yourself or with the help
more arrows than this but everyone must pay close
of a coach.
attention to resting their bodies. No one can maintain a
Shooters preparing for a major tournament will shoot
continuous high volume of shooting over a long period and
more arrows than shown in the sample above but everyone
expect to get better. What happens to everyone is a
must pay close attention to resting their bodies. No one
breakdown in muscle conditioning unless those muscles
can
maintain a continuous high volume of shooting over a
get period
time toofrest,
restore
themselves
and What
to grow
to a
long
timetoand
expect
to get better.
happens
higher
level
of
strength
and
performance.
Every
to everyone is a breakdown in muscle conditioning unless
microcycle
must
or three
days themselves
of rest builtand
intoto
those
muscles
get have
time two
to rest,
to restore
it. to a higher level of strength and performance. Every
grow
microcycle must have two or three days of rest built into it.
Every microcycle must also have a variety of activities,
focus and duration. This variety is good for both the mind
and body so that neither gets stale or over-conditioned to
one specific activity.
The intensity of consecutive microcycles must be varied
as well. If the sample cycle shown here is of a greater total
load (load = intensity + length + effort) than the previous
cycle, then the next cycle must be of lesser intensity so the
body can recover from the workload. (Alternating cycles
after that may have increasingly higher loads in order to
build endurance.) During this recovery, a stronger and more
developed body will emerge. Without alternating periods of
reduced workload, the body’s performance will not recover

and may, in fact, regress.

REVIEW: THE MENTAL THOUGHT SEQUENCE
As you near tournament time, your physical form will
have been whipped into rather good shape. That means that
you will no longer need to micromanage any single action or
phase of the shot sequence at a blank bale; it’s all run by the
subconscious mind. That leaves your conscious mind free
to think about other stuff and you get to decide what those
thoughts are and when to think them.
Here’s a sample of the conscious thought sequence that
I have used. You or your students may like to arrange it differently, which is fine; just be sure to have a plan to follow.
SAMPLE THOUGHT SEQUENCE:
1) Affirm my shot objective.
2) Breathe to relax.
3) Visually acquire the target and mentally visualize
the arrow impacting it.
4) Feel my full draw position.
5) Aim with the eyes and feel the contraction.
6) Evaluate and breathe.
The important concept to remember here is that you
choose what you consciously think. You can choose to think
about the present task and allow other non-present thoughts
to pass out of your mind. It takes practice but you can learn
to do it; you can learn “tunnel vision” for your mental plan.
Once you learn it, your game will get better when it’s crunch
time.
Your best chance to repeat your shot execution occurs
when you connect with the feel of the shot. It is therefore
critical that you focus on the feel you get when you transfer
your drawing and holding effort out of your arm and into
your back. Do not leave this “feel” up to chance, thinking
that what you do in practice will automatically happen at
the tournament. Make it a conscious part of each and every
scoring shot.
What’s not in the plan is also important and what should
be missing is negative or extraneous thoughts that take you
away from the present time and place. If you learn your plan
and stick to it, then there is no time to think about matters
other than the thoughts on your list. When one of those
other thoughts barges into your desired thought sequence,
you have to stop, let that thought pass and then restart your

The Next Level In String Building...
Faster Serves up to 800 rpm
(SS-800) Optional Foot Pedal

Fastest Serves up to 2500 rpm
(SS-2500) Foot Pedal Included!

www.specialtyarch.com
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mental program from the beginning. You and your students
can learn to do this and get good at it but only if you plan and
then practice it.
If you don’t write this plan down, then you are not serious about using it. Begin by writing it on a note card that you
keep in your quiver and look at before each shot. Do this
during the practice rounds leading up to the tournament.
THE PRE-TOURNAMENT MESOCYCLE: The four to six
weeks prior to any tournament are a critical period in your
training. The same is true for any athlete in any sport. A very
structured schedule of action and rest not only prepares the
body for the upcoming important event; it also prepares the
mind. That same time should also allow you to do some contingency planning for times when something goes wrong.
Like Edward Murphy said, “Anything that can go wrong will
go wrong.”
Here’s a sample training program you might use to
prepare for the NFAA Indoor National Championships. That
tournament uses the five spot blue and white target face
on which you must shoot one official round on each of two
consecutive days. The five spot target is more difficult to
shoot than the three spot target because only four minutes
are allowed in which to shoot five arrows. In short, it’s more
physically demanding.

17) Start Game Practice = 10P + 15 Score,
Repeat Twice + 1/2 Round Practice = 30S
16) Mental Practice = 20S + Full Practice Round = 10P + 60S
15) Exercise
Prep Week Three:
14) Starting Game Practice = 2 Practice Ends
+ 3 Scoring Ends, 10 Minute Break. Repeat 4 Times
13) Half-Round Practice = 10P + 30S, 10 Minute
Break. Repeat 3 Times.
12) Exercise + Travel Arrangements
11) Starting Game Practice = 10P + 15S, Repeat 4 Times
10) Full Practice Round = 10P + 60S + Backup
Bow Practice = 10P + 60S
9) Starting Game Practice = 10P + 15S, Repeat 3 Times
8) Exercise Only
Final Prep Week:
7) Full Practice Round = 10 Practice + 60 Score
6) Full Practice Round = 10P + 60S + Backup Bow = 60S
5) Exercise Only
4) Full Practice Round = 10P + 60S + Backup Bow = 60S
3) Full Practice Round = 10P + 60S
2) #1 Bow = 30P + #2 Bow = 30P
1) Exercise Only + Travel

SAMPLE FOUR WEEK TRAINING PLAN
During each and every shot of your prep weeks, you
must use your mental thought sequence as if you were at the
actual tournament setting. If you cheat on this, you are only
cheating yourself and this leads to disappointment on tournament weekend. You must learn to “see” and “feel” yourself
already at the tournament for these practice rounds.
It helps to have your thought sequence printed on a 3
x 5 card in your quiver. Get it out and read it often. Read it
before the first arrow of each end. Read it after the last arrow
of the end. Read it between ends. Doing so will keep your
conscious mind on the task at hand and help prevent your
thoughts from wandering.
When you are not shooting, it may be helpful to think
Prep Week Two:
about your beginning game. In other words, think only
21) Mental Game Practice = No Target, 20
about the first few arrows of the tournament. See yourself
Shots, 10 Min Break, Repeat 4 Times
shooting the two practice ends and getting smoother and
20) Full Practice Round = 10 Practice + 60 Score
more settled during firing those 10 arrows. Then see yourself
19) Rest
shooting the first arrow for score and smoothly moving to the
18) Mental Game Practice = 20S, Break, Repeat 4 More Times next, then the next, etc. This is a manageable task. Thinking
about shooting the entire first round
with a perfect score is a bit too much to
carry in your head, so don’t do it; reduce
the load and think about the beginning
.NET
only. Use the acronym “KISS”: “Keep It
Simple and Smart” because simplicity
HIGH PERFORMANCE HYBRID CABLE SLIDE
repeats under pressure!
Most indoor archers I know shoot
in a local league several nights a week.
Actual size
If your students do this, then their pracof cable slide
1.125 W X 1.5 H
tice schedules will have to be adjusted
to accommodate the practice load and
duration so that they do not beat themWilliam Dahl, Inventor 650-248-4004 wd@ xslide.net X Brand Archery, LLC
selves into the ground trying to get ready
Prep Week One:
28) Full Practice Round #1 Bow = 10 Practice + 60 Score
27) Half Round #1 Bow = 10P + 30S, Half Round
#2 Bow = 10P + 30S
26) Bow Tuning Issues As Needed (100 Shots Max)
25) Exercise Only
24) Mental Game Practice = No Target 20 Shots,
10 Min Break, Repeat 4 Times
23) Half Round #1 Bow = 1P + 30S + Half Round
#2 Bow = 10P + 30S
22) Bow Tuning If Needed = 50S Max

ELIMINATES TORQUE

ACCURACY IS EVERYTHING
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Microsoft Word has some simple templates that you can use to
make training calendars. Plan out the mesocycles you plan to use
in different colors and then use monthly calendars to plan the
activities of each practice day.
Keeping simple but good notes always pays dividends. You will
save lots of time not repeating things you have already tried and
you can track your skill level as your training progresses.

can do to better prepare yourself at that point.
I always found affixing an enormous amount of value on
the score of a full practice round was counterproductive. If I
shot really well, I would get to thinking about shooting a complete and perfect round the next day instead of thinking about
shooting a smooth beginning and letting my preparation take
care of the rest. If I shot a lousy score in the practice round, I
would be in a negative frame of mind and overly anxious for the

for a big tournament. Control the number of arrows shot and
be sure the training archer takes rest days.
SETTING GOALS: Take out a piece of paper or find a
page in your archery notebook/log and write your goals
for the next tournament for which you
are training. There are three types of
goals you can make: performance goals,
result-oriented goals and process oriented goals.
Result-oriented goals are those that
focus on where you finish relative to
your competitors. An example would be
“I want to finish in the top three” or “ I
want to win.”
Performance goals are linked to
results. An example would be “I want to
average 50 Xs per round” or “I want to
shoot my personal best.”
A process goal would be “I want
BoWstring
Bo
string material With safety, staBility,
to execute at least 50 out of 60 shots
speed, duraBility. RELY ON BCY
with good back tension.” These goals are
BCY-X - the latest and best compound bowstring - tough, fast, no creep.
more for the learning archer or someone
who is rebuilding form and not ready
452X - still preferred by many top compound archers and bow companies for complete
stability.
to set performance or result type goals.
There’s a lot to say about goals and that
8125G - for higher arrow speed. the preferred bowstring for recurves.
looks like a future article.
8190F - low creep, 100% toughest dyneema. Compound or recurve.
TOURNAMENT SITE PRACTICE:
Dynaflight 97 - the original dyneema bowstring - very durable and safe. use on mid
Once you get to a tournament location,
quality compounds and modern recurves. also crossbows.
you and/or your student will want to
B55 polyester is offered for older, compound, and recurve bows.
practice. I recommend shooting only
Whatever you’re looking for in a bowstring material, serving thread, or
a half round, taking a break and then
bowstring accessories, BCY CAN HELP YOU.
shooting another half round. Or concentrate on doing some starting game
BCYFIBERS.COM
PHONE (USA): 860.632.7115
practice. After all, there is nothing you
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next day. If I missed a few shots, that would be all I thought unrealistic. Do expect to shoot equal to or very near your
about for hours. Focus on getting smooth during the two average; be realistic.
Your game is not going to take a big jump in skill or score
practice ends and the first few scoring ends; this has real and
when you arrive at a new location. You might think you will
positive benefits for your mental attitude.
Don’t shoot too much!
Some archers I know always
shoot as many practice
arrows as they can on the
day before the tournament.
Some of them shoot two full
practice rounds or more.
This dissipates built-up nervous energy but doesn’t help
you for the next day; it may,
in fact, wear you out. Having
a specific purpose for your
practice is much more beneficial and gets you mentally
relaxed; set your purpose
and accomplish it and you’ll
feel mentally and physically
ready for the next day.
If you keep a log of your
practice scores during the This is the practice area at the 2015 Lancaster Classic Tournament. I recommend that you use it for only
four weeks prior to the tour- two things: working on equipment issues and working on how your shot feels. If you engage in shooting
nament, you will know your complete practice rounds and then use that single score to set your mental attitude for your upcoming
“true” average. Don’t expect scoring round, then you are asking for trouble. You run the risk of allowing a single flaw to plant a negato shoot above your average tive seed in your mind and that seed will then control your performance. The most important part of the
shot is how it feels, so work on that; it will pay dividends when it’s time to score.
at the tournament. That’s

TARGET MORE
INTERNATIONAL
ARCHERS WITH
THE UK’S BOW
INTERNATIONAL
MAGAZINE
Target Archery ¤ Field Archery
Traditional Archery ¤ Target Crossbow
News ¤ Tech Tips ¤ Reviews
Event Reports
Call Hannah Benson: +44 (0)1926 339808
Email: hannahb@blazepublishing.co.uk
Visit: www.bow-international.com
JOIN US ON FACEBOOK OR TWITTER

In almost every tournament I shot at, I had a close arrow that my
shooting group or the line judge had to call. How you perceive the
outcome of the call will determine how your next few shots will
feel. You can carry too much negative (if the arrow is “out”) or too
much positive (if it is called “in”) energy forward and that may prevent you from focusing on the proper feel of the next shot. Staying
on an even emotional level for each arrow of your scoring round is
important to your success and must be practiced long before the
tournament.
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be more focused when that happens but don’t forget there will be more new
things there to distract you if you let them.

TOURNAMENT DAY
The first thing I always did on the morning of a tournament round was
go for a short jog or a brisk walk. This was my way of getting my body into a
more normal rhythm, just like at home, where I jogged and walked as part of
my exercise program. During that time, I could think about how relaxed I was
feeling and was going to feel when my time to shoot arrived. I could also think
about the first practice and scoring ends and getting smooth during them. In
other words, I prepared both my body and mind for the start of the tournament.
I guarantee that you and/or your student will be nervous on tournament
day; I always was and still am. Experience taught me to keep my thoughts
simple and not worry about what others were thinking about me or what they
were doing. Experience taught me how my body was going to react and how I
could best prepare myself for the start of the round and that had nothing to do
with what others
were doing, saying or thinking.
During the
30 minutes prior
to the start, you
will find yourself
most
vulnerable to “negative
goblins.” Expect
them. Recognize
them. Learn to
fend them off by
retreating into
your
learned
conscious mental
thought
sequence and
remind yourself
that your plan is
the best for you.
It doesn’t matter what anyone else does
or thinks, so
focus on getting
started just like
you have in practice many times.
S T A R T
GAME: At the
start of the
round, you need
to focus on what
you have practiced: two practice ends during
which you conShooting the first arrow for your score is always a little nerve- centrate on getwracking, isn’t it? My priority in the two practice ends was always ting smoother
to get my body settled so that I could shoot smoothly and be
and smoother
relaxed during the first few scoring ends; I was more concerned
Don’t
with how my shots felt than where they hit. Focusing on feel is how shots.
worry
where
you get your highest level of repeatability.
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they hit; you have to get into your
“home practice” feel for each shot.
Then the first scoring arrows will be as
smooth as can be expected.
This is the time when you need to
see yourself shooting in practice and
try to place yourself there in your mental picture. Imagine being in practice,
shooting as smoothly as you do there
and then run your conscious mental
sequence as you execute each shot.
This is your best chance for success. It’s
no guarantee, only your best chance.
It works most of the time and that’s
all you can expect, since you are only
human.
MID-ROUND SHOOTING: In the
middle of the scoring round, you need
to remind yourself that your intensity level may fall slightly unless you When it’s all over, you have only to write the score totals. Save any evaluation of your perprotect against that happening. Pull formance or score for later. Usually, the trip home is a good time to reflect on how you did
out your 3 x 5 card with your mental and what you have to do to get ready for the next tournament on your list. Above all else,
thought sequence on it and read it. don’t judge your worth as an archer on the score you shot at the tournament. Set a new goal
and get on with getting it.
This will help you chase away extraneous thoughts that creep in after the first
few ends of scoring. It will also help you keep your physical another round to shoot the next day. Don’t put any extra
effort elevated so you don’t get lazy and let your posture weight on the final few ends of the round. Read the 3 x 5 card
slump, preventing your lungs from getting a full oxygen sup- and then let yourself breathe.
ply to your muscles.
If it’s the last few ends of the final round, then you must
Don’t worry about what others may think of you as you remind yourself that they are worth the same as the previous
read your 3 x 5 card; they have nothing to do with your game. 20 ends. The effort you used to complete every end up to that
Read the card often and stay with your plan.
point needs only to be repeated. Nothing special has to be
ENDGAME: Tournament ends are no different from done; the target will be the same size and the same distance
any other end. They count the same and require the exact away. You have to repeat to yourself that what you have done
same physical and mental effort: no more and no less. If it’s thus far in practice and in the tournament is all you need
the first of two days, remind yourself that the final few ends to do at the end. Read the card, breathe, review your plan
will get you to halfway in the tournament because there’s and then execute it with the confidence that you will use
the form that got you to this point and
are willing to take whatever it gives you
at the target. In other words, shoot your
form with confidence.
If you execute your final few shots
with the form you practiced, you will feel
the inner pride that comes with a job
well done. How can you do more? You
can’t aim harder, think harder or shoot
more perfect shots. You can only shoot
the same shot you’ve practiced over and
over. Read the card, breathe and do it.
P O S T-T O U R N A M E N T
EVALUATION: When the final shot is
released and your tournament is officially over, don’t evaluate it immediately; give it a break for a few hours at
least. It’s hard to be objective at that
point unless you’ve won, so back off for
DEAD LEVEL HUNTER
a while before you draw any conclusions about your performance or place
������ �� ������� ��������� - 570.658.1069 - �����������������.���
of finish. For the time being, just remind
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yourself that you did the best you could do for that day.
When you do decide to make a tournament evaluation,
be sure to get out your written list of goals. If you had a result
goal, how did you measure against it? Did you match it or
exceed it? Did you fall short? If you matched or exceeded
your goals, then you’ve earned the right to be proud and
pat yourself on the back. Don’t forget to come back down to
Earth because you have the next mesocycle to plan and I’m
sure there’s something else you need to work on.
If you fell short of your result objective, don’t feel too
down. You are not a bad person and your life will not be in
the toilet because of an unsatisfactory result. Get that stuff
out of your head immediately and get down to determining why you fell short so you can begin planning your next
mesocycle to correct the problem and/or
overcome the challenge that lies ahead.
Be honest about what the problem is and
how to fix it, make your plan and get on
with it.
Make a written plan for your next
mesocycle and set written goals for the
next tournament. This is all part of the
mind game. Remember, the committed
student has a notebook with all of his/her
info in it, along with goals and a training
plan so that nothing is left to chance.
WHAT ABOUT A COACH? Wouldn’t
it be nice to sit down with someone who
watched you shoot and review your last
tournament performance? You bet it
would. That person is called a “coach”
and when the tournament is over, they
can be really helpful in putting your performance into perspective. They can keep
you from being too high or too low.
A good coach can help you cut
through the emotions surrounding the
tournament conditions and results. Such
a view is essential in planning your next
step so that you don’t waste time chasing
something that wasn’t really a problem
when you thought it was. A coach with
skills related to the mental game can help
keep you in a more balanced state of
mind and that will shortcut the process of
reaching your next set of goals.

to make revisions to what I’ve presented here if they or you
think it would work better a different way. I learned a lot by
trial and error without even so much as a hint of what to do,
so with a good starting plan, you and your students will be
able to make it all happen with a little less effort.
Good luck preparing for that next tournament.
Larry Wise
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise’s latest book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Wise has
written and it can be purchased at www.larrywise.com or
through Archery Focus, an online magazine.

CONCLUSION
The basic ideas presented in this article are not new ideas by any stretch of the
imagination. They are, however, effective
for those who choose to put them into
practice, so your job as a shop owner/
coach is to pass them along to your students/clients. You also have to motivate
them a little so they actually try these
ideas. I know that’s not easy; all you can
do is try.
Be sure to tell the students/clients
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